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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to prove that in their novels, Animal Farm and Lord of the Flies, both authors, George Orwell and William Golding, work with the same type of a character, who once being a leader becomes community’s arch enemy and by such development he portrays shift of this community from democracy to totalitarianism. The first part of the thesis focuses on totalitarian regimes as a new political system in the first half of twentieth century. The second part describes the reflection of totalitarianism in literature, its influence on George Orwell and William Golding and, at the same time, it presents the novels as a result of their perception of totalitarianism. Finally, the last part analyses the development of heroes, Snowball and Ralph, in their communities. The analysis proves that both protagonists move from the position of leader to the position of arch enemy, and it concludes that through their development, both of them represent shift of society from democracy to totalitarianism.
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INTRODUCTION

“And the people will be oppressed, each one by another, and each one by his neighbor.”

- Isaiah, Bible

Totalitarian regimes with their policy serve as a direct opposite to democracy and at the same time as a fulfilment of Isaiah’s prophecy, made almost 2 800 years ago. Applied in a number of European countries during the 20th century, totalitarianism brought new ways and methods of leadership and it definitely left its mark on the societies and people, who experienced it. Far away from anything connected to democratic norms and values, the new political system emphasized the existence of a mass man who is obedient, devoted to the regime in his society and who thinks, lives and expresses himself in agreement with regime’s values and principles. Those who did not fulfil these requirements, were forced to. Punishments full of violence were the most frequently occurring reaction against any sign of diversity or opposition and together with terror and brutality became the building blocks of dictatorship, which succeeded in removing freedom from lives of many people. Thus freedom, the leading democratic value, was quickly replaced by its counterpart, oppression.

Totalitarianism influenced not only people living in it but also those who distantly observed its impact and the rapid change of societies led by dictators. George Orwell and William Golding were only two from many witnesses, who felt concerned about what was happening in Europe during the first half of the 20th century. After their experience from the Second World War, Orwell and Golding did not doubt that democracy lost its top position and in many countries it was replaced by violence and oppression, officially called totalitarianism. Being aware of the current situation, mostly in Germany and in Soviet Union, Orwell and Golding decided to write novels which would reflect how thin the line is between democracy and totalitarianism and how it is easy for a society to maintain political system which has nothing in common with freedom. Their experiences and perceptions resulted in their novels, Animal Farm and Lord of the Flies.

Both novels tell a story of a community: in Animal Farm, Orwell portrayed the society of animals on the farm, in Lord of the Flies, Golding depicted the society of young boys on the island. The communities soon choose their leaders, Snowball and Ralph, who

---

1 Isaiah 3:5 NASB
emphasize democracy and freedom. At the beginning, both of them are popular and communities’ favorites, but both of them also have their rivals who disagree with the democratic style of leadership and who appear to be the reason why the position of Snowball and Ralph within the communities starts to change. Thus, the aim of this thesis is to prove, that in their novels, *Animal Farm* and *Lord of the Flies*, both authors, George Orwell and William Golding, work with the same type of a character, who once being a leader becomes community’s arch enemy and by such development he portrays shift of this community from democracy to totalitarianism.
1 TOTALITARIANISM AS A NEW POLITICAL SYSTEM IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

It was 20th century which gave birth to totalitarian regimes. At that time first rules of totalitarianism appeared and resulted in a specific political system which applied to the policy of two countries – Germany and Soviet Union.2 Hitler as a leader of Germany demonstrated a policy which has nothing (or very little) in common with rules and bases of democracy. His political system included only one doctrine and no opposition, only one ideology and no diversity, and maintained tenets and practices full of racism and brutality. On the other hand, Stalin as a leader of Soviet Union made different steps in his policy: he did not only support minorities and their own cultures but also stood for the idea that women should adopt manual and technical jobs.3

Although totalitarian regimes can vary in their rules, they certainly have a lot in common. Raymond Aron, who belongs among the most rational observers of those regimes, mentions five features which apply to them. The first characteristic lies in a dominant position of one party which allows no opposition. The second characteristic states that this one party comes up with an ideology which also gains a dominant position in a state as it is the only truth. The other characteristics are a strict control of media by state and transformation of the majority of activities (mostly those in state’s economy) according to the ideology. The last characteristic completes these common features and suggests that as the activities transform in agreement with the ideology, if anyone makes a mistake, it will lead to consequences connected with cruelty and violence.4

As far as communication is concerned, a single party which holds a monopolistic position has two major functions. Firstly, it suppresses any possible disagreement and puts any opposition to silence. Secondly, it turns media in a state into a tool which serves for propaganda as well as for instilling the official truth in crowds.5

---

Propaganda is a way of communication which was applied in totalitarian regimes in Germany and in Soviet Union and it has its roots in the 20th century. Its popularity grew so quickly that it reached the top well before the middle of that century. The task of propaganda was clear: it was making an agreement between the single party and crowds. Moreover propaganda was providing a large number of programs which helped to remove diversity, transform a society and maintain a mass man who fulfilled the ideas and requirements of party. It was mostly selected information which was responsible for the creation of this mass man and which had to be in accord with party's attitudes and views. People did not have access to any opinions which were in contradiction to official truth or which could violate it. Borders, which stood between what could be released and not, were strictly impenetrable and society was not allowed to look past them.

Soviet media at that time may show how the system of state-owning and releasing information worked. Communist Party owned all types of media (including newspapers) and used them as an instrument through which it was promoting its ideology and announcing governmental attitudes and decisions. Media did not tell the society anything about matters such as unemployment or prostitution, neither did they reveal details from the lives of elite. Their role was not to show people how members of Communist Party lived, where they went to shop and eat, where they lived and how they traveled. Instead of that they served as a tool telling society what values it should have, how it should behave and which way it should think.

During Cold War, ‘top-down’ attitude appeared in many definitions which presented totalitarian regimes. It demonstrates that a society is inactive, organized and controlled by

---

the state, it is repressed by rules and regime and it does only what the party wants. A
system like this leads to a destruction of what is private and what is public and gives an
individual no chance to freely think or express himself. Due to that, private sphere
disappears and public sphere prevails. People then have no option than to submit to the
official truth even though it is not in coincident with their opinions and views. What they
privately think plays no role and it may get them into difficulties if their private opinions
go against the established ideology. If they still endorse such a system, they may be too
fearful to take a stand against it or they may be convinced that the policy is rightful in steps
it takes.\textsuperscript{12}

Another common feature which most of totalitarian regimes share is the existence of a
leader. The leader stands at the top of the movement and he surrounds himself with a select
few who create a circle around him. He builds up and strengthens his role within the circle
mostly by replacing its members by the new ones. In the eyes of the outer world he
embodies the major defender of a regime against its enemies as well as the symbol which
quickly comes into people’s minds with thought of the particular regime. In comparison
with other leaders of parties, position of a totalitarian leader is much stronger because he
willingly bears the responsibility for everything what will happen, for all actions done
within the circle whether they have good consequences or not. He nominates each member
of the circle and the members represent him. The leader also acts as a source of orders,
rules and commands. As a consequence, the policy of the party is leader’s will which needs
to be presented to masses. With such a position and role in a system, the leader cannot be
substituted by anyone. By loss of him and his orders, the movement would then make no
sense.\textsuperscript{13}

In 1919, German Worker’s party sowed the seeds of totalitarianism and laid the
foundations of Nazism in Germany. Forty members created a party which at its beginnings
did not differ from other similar groups. It was not organized and although its members
supported racism and nationalism whereas they rejected Semitism and communism, the
concrete ideology was missing. Moreover it did not have a program which would lead it
and help it to develop. The members had meetings in Munich and they debated about

\textsuperscript{12}See Paul Corner, introduction.
\textsuperscript{13}See Hannah Arendt, \textit{The Origins of Totalitarianism} (Orlando: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1973),
373-374.
problems in Germany. In their discussions they held the view that the plot of Jews, the threat in form of Bolshevist and the capitalism itself are responsible for Germany’s bad situation and as the causes of nation’s difficulties they need to be removed. German Worker’s party maintained its dislike for aristocracy and it did not support even middle class. Instead of them it chose crowds of ordinary people.\(^\text{14}\)

On one of their meetings in September 1919, party members for the first time met a man who later turned out to be a leader not only of their group. As they heard his voice in a discussion, they realized they were missing a speaker like him, so they invited the stranger to join them. Adolph Hitler was not interested in becoming a member of German Worker’s party because he did not respect it and his aim was to found a party which he could own and direct on his own. In spite of that he agreed because he accepted the most of party’s views and also because he saw an opportunity for himself. The party had no structure and it was not even old. It was a chance for him to take advantage of these weaknesses and turn the party into the party of his ideas.\(^\text{15}\) The same party was renamed the Nazi Party and it reached the top of its popularity in 1932. In that year it gained nearly 14 million supporters who voted for it. Thanks to such a support it turned out to be the biggest party in Germany and in 1933 it brought Hitler the function of German Chancellor.\(^\text{16}\)

In Soviet Union totalitarianism arose after the ruining of oligarchy. Oligarchical system emphasized the role of leader but at the same time it involved an elite, other members of a party who did not have such a position as a leader, yet they had an influence on decisions together with many officials. Not a leader, but a number of people played the role in making decisions and implementing policy. This changed dramatically with dictatorship of a Soviet leader, Joseph Stalin who took the responsibility and used his power to make decisions on his own.\(^\text{17}\)

Stalin’s plan included not only ruining of oligarchy but also getting rid of Leon Trotsky who was his opponent.\(^\text{18}\) Trotsky was a leader of the Red Army and as a politician


\(^{15}\) See Bendersky, *A Concise History of Nazi Germany*, 17-18.


he belonged to the political elite. He played an important part in Russian Revolution and in comparison with Stalin he was much more favorite and popular in the eyes of Soviet society. However he lost to Stalin who kept extending his power, used his strength and outwitted him. As soon as Stalin became a leader of Soviet Union, many of his opponents who earlier contradicted him were sentenced to death or they suddenly disappeared. Trotsky, who was among them, ended up in exile in Mexico where he was killed. Such an end was met by many of those who defied Stalin’s policy and his commands.

19 See Arendt, *The Origins of Totalitarianism*, 373.
2 REFLECTION OF TOTALITARIANISM IN LITERATURE: SHIFT FROM UTOPIA TO DYSTOPIA

Rise of totalitarian regimes affected many spheres and literature was not an exception. Until the second half of the 20th century, utopia had a huge impact on literary works of many authors and it gained popularity both in 18th and 19th centuries. Dystopia appeared in the middle of the 20th century, in complete contrast to its utopian predecessor. From that time it spread and quickly replaced the idea of utopia in minds of many people, mostly in the West. Its influence on literature and its popularity can be observed also these days.21

Richard Lederer, a popular American author, describes dystopia as “the hell we must prevent, as a contrast to utopia, the heaven we may build.”22 As Richard Phillips states, dystopia as a term has origins in two Greek words: ‘dys’ which refers to evil and ill, and ‘topos’ which stands for space or place. Its meaning is then quite clear: dystopia refers to an evil place and it involves mainly negative attributes, which utopia does not have.23 In comparison with dystopia, in utopia it is possible to identify a mixture of positive themes which include morality, delight, goodness and harmony. By using negative or positive themes in their literary works, authors can create one of the two different worlds standing against each other, either good one with positive features or bad one with negative features. Good world where harmony dominates, is a utopian idea, whereas dystopian idea represents a diseased world where nothing from the utopian place exists.24

Next to dystopia stands anti-utopia and although these two often blend into one and they can confuse a lot, according to Tom Moylan they are different. Anti-utopia is a rejection of all utopian characteristics and it criticizes everything what utopia emphasizes. On the other hand, dystopia does not reject utopia and its aim is not to criticize or belittle

Dystopia only maintains opposite qualities than utopia and it shows a different view on a world and on a society it describes. Contrary to utopia, which portrays harmonious worlds and societies, dystopia stresses potential threats and problems and at the same time it warns about the danger which worlds and societies could experience. It outlines negative consequences which may come in case a society follows the way that dystopia represents. Although dystopias are made up, they can have roots in the actual problems, environments and politics whether they exists nowadays or they existed in the past.

Dystopian idea started to become more and more popular and it interested a number of authors, namely of William Golding. As far as society and human perfection is concerned, his views and opinions were not only negative. His passion for Greek literature resulted in a belief that Golding adopted: the man is perfect and exceptional and his nature is good. It was the Second World War with its consequences that changed this perception and destroyed Golding’s naïve faith about human perfection. Golding himself admitted many times that the Second World War not only took away his illusions about human nature but also taught him what man is, what actions he is capable of and what really fulfils his mind. The difference between his previous view and the new one after War was huge and Golding affirmed it in the afterword of his novel *Lord of the Flies*, where he states that “if you had met me before the Second World War, you would have found me to have been an idealist with a simple and naive belief. From the Second World War we learned something. The war was unlike any other fought in Europe. It taught us not fighting, politics, or the follies of nationalism, but about the given nature of man.” This statement shows how events, which happened in Europe changed Golding’s way of viewing a man. It may be exactly those events which inspire him to write one of his well-known novels, *Lord of the Flies*.

---


Lord of the Flies is a novel in which Golding outlined a connection between civilization and literature. He portrayed a civilization of young boys from England. As their plane crashed, boys end up on an island in the Pacific Ocean and it is up to them not only to take care about themselves and find a way how to survive, but also to create community which will prosper and which will have its own rules. Throughout the novel Golding shows the process of transformation of the new, ideal civilization into a civilization where brutality and cruelty dominate and where violence becomes an ordinary thing. This transformation the community goes through can be compared to the world and rational people who try to rule their societies in a sensible way but eventually they end up tragically, victimizing and killing each other. With such imitation in his novel Golding points out that no matter which politics or which system of government society has, it is the nature of a man which is crucial and which influences this society the most.

Apart from the outside events in Europe, it was also Golding’s profession of a teacher which reflected in Lord of the Flies. Bishop Wordsworth’s School, where Golding spent a few years as a schoolmaster, gave him an opportunity to be an observer of pupils’ behavior. Various games of schoolboys and their competing against each other gave him an idea of the existence of cruelty, even in children. In one of the interviews Golding asserts that for the civilization of the island he chose English boys just because he knows them very well and when he was a child, he was not much different from them. He argues that on a deserted island, in a situation like in the novel, whatever group of schoolboys would turn out similarly, no matter from which country it comes. The chasing and brutality between the schoolboys in his novel grows from an innocent game similar to those Golding witnessed as a teacher. This innocent game represents games which are far more serious and violent and which appeared not only during the Second World War but during the human history itself.

---

35 See Baker, introduction, xxiii.
One of the messages the novel sends to the world is a potential threat of spreading out evil. Golding sees this evil as something what does not have its specific place, as something what is not limited. It can spread out to the most civilized countries and England does not have to be an exception. Bearing this in mind, Golding creates a bridge between the boys from England and fascism which has its roots in Germany. Although the boys come from good families and from a civilized, moral society, at the end of the novel they share a number of similarities with German fascists. Golding’s dystopian message is then quite clear and sends a warning to the world: although fascism dominated in Germany and it did not come to England, it is still possible that it will spread out, England may adopt it and it may transform into a fascist country.36

Golding was not the only author who expressed his concerns about spreading out totalitarianism and its rising popularity. One of the authors who saw totalitarian regimes as a potential threat for the world was George Orwell. As a British journalist and essayist, Orwell realized what the major features of totalitarianism are and he also drew consequences which could have an effect even on literature. In his collection of essays and letters written between 1940 and 1943, he describes literature as a genuine and unique expression, which needs to portray real emotions, ideas and views of author, otherwise it is not literary work.37 From such description that author needs freedom to make literary work, he moves to the current political phenomena and proposes that “for this is the age of the totalitarian state, which does not and probably cannot allow the individual any freedom whatever. When one mentions totalitarianism one thinks immediately of Germany, Russia, Italy, but I think one must face the risk that this phenomenon is going to be world-wide.”38 From this statement it is apparent that similarly to Golding, Orwell considered totalitarianism as a new kind of danger which is not distant and it can spread throughout the world.39

38 See Orwell, The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George Orwell: My Country Right or Left 1940-1943, 90.
39 Ibid.
Observing events in Europe during the 1930s, especially the Spanish war, influenced not only Orwell’s perception but also his subsequent literary works. In his essay “Why I Write?” Orwell points out that since 1936 each of his literary works more or less opposes totalitarian regimes and at the same time it emphasizes democracy and freedom. Claiming that it is nearly impossible not to write about these two contrasting ideas, especially in this age, Orwell asserts that it is up to everyone which techniques he will use and which attitude he will take. In this essay he also mentions his aim to produce literary work which would have political subject but yet it would be a piece of art. His major source of inspiration is a feeling of unfairness which leads him to the main purpose of his literary work: firstly to write something what will turn reader’s attention to the particular problem or theme and secondly to get a response from him/her.40

Orwell’s effort resulted in *Animal Farm*, a novel, in which he accomplished his goal and united politics and art together.41 The process of writing was fast, as it took only a couple of months. Maybe due to the fact that since the beginning Orwell had a clear intention what this work should express. With vivid memories from the Spanish war, Orwell wrote a book which aimed to reveal how immoral, evil and dangerous Soviet Union and its regime was.42 For setting of the novel he chose a farm in England where animals got rid of their farmer who has owned them. Without the farmer, the animals gain a new feeling of freedom and they establish a new community which will follow seven major rules known as Seven Commandments. These rules are obligatory and the animals have to follow them. The new community of animals without the owner and with their own law seems to be idyllic at the beginning but as the story goes on, this image changes more and more. Depicting a decline of the animal society step by step, Orwell slowly moves from the ideal, utopian vision to the dystopian one, which has nothing in common with the perfect animal farm. At the end of the novel, animals are no longer equal to each other and many of them end up in oppression and terror, even worse than that one they experienced from the farmer.43 With few exceptions of pigs which are superior to them and control the whole

---

41 See Orwell, “Why I Write?” 84.
farm, animals become part of the cruel regime and they serve as a warning how thin is the line between freedom and oppression.

Because of the actual political theme, publishing of *Animal Farm* was not easy. Orwell approached a few publishing houses but none of them dared to publish a book which, although indirectly, pointed out on true image of Soviet Union. After a number of refusals, Orwell decided to contact Fredric Warburg, whom he knew from earlier times. At the beginning Orwell pointed out that Warburg may not be enthusiastic about the book due to its topic but the opposite was true. Warburg was one of the first people who read *Animal Farm* and as the book with its theme interested him, he became its publisher. Publishing was not enough for Orwell. He was aware of control over everything in press but yet he was determined to spread out his novel throughout the world and to send its message to as many people as possible. On his own initiative, people could hear his work on the radio and even read the translated text of it. By these actions Orwell inspired a number of other authors whose literary works went against Soviet regime and its policy. As a consequence, Orwell started to be more and more unpopular with Soviet press, which called him an imposter who cannot be trusted. From such expressions it is obvious that his literary work earned him a bad reputation in the Soviet Union.

In spite of a number of insults, Soviet Union could not prevent the world from buying Orwell’s book. During fourteen days after its publishing, Warburg sold nearly 5,000 copies of *Animal Farm*. The popularity of the novel started rising rapidly and during the following years, people from all over the world bought it in large quantities. Considering such interest and popularity, one could not doubt a huge success *Animal Farm* brought to Orwell.

It is obvious that Golding and Orwell both worked with similar ideas and they both created a similar message. As far as their dystopias *Lord of the Flies* and *Animal Farm* are concerned, they both give an example of a shift from the ideal world to the world of violence where nothing good remained. Being popular since their publishing, they continue to warn the world against this shift even nowadays.

---

44 See Agathocleous, *George Orwell: Battling Big Brother*, 81-84.
46 See Agathocleous, *George Orwell: Battling Big Brother*, 84.
3 SNOWBALL AND RALPH: FROM LEADERS TO ARCH ENEMIES

3.1 Becoming popular

The very first feature both novels, Animal Farm and Lord of the Flies share, is a similar background depicted at the beginning. The story of Animal Farm starts with a meeting where all animals gather and listen to old Major, who wants to tell them about a dream he had. As the speech of the respected and popular pig goes on, Major points out the current situation of animals and their lives which lack freedom and happiness. There is no animal which would be treated well, which would live in good conditions and which would have bright prospects for dignified life. Instead of that “the life of an animal is misery and slavery”. Major continues in explaining that it is man who is responsible for their bad situation as he is subordinate to animals and he takes everything from them, giving them nothing in return. After such accusation and description of man as “the only real enemy” (AF, 29), Major suggests that the only way out is to dispose of humans and become free – the ideal picture which he saw in his dream. When he dies shortly after his motivating speech, Rebellion is already under way. Animals are determined to free themselves from their farmer and they manage to drive him out of his own farm. The farm without the owner, a human, shows their victory over him and suggests that since that moment a new community is established.

Whereas Animal Farm presents farm of animals without people, Lord of the Flies introduces an island in the Pacific Ocean, full of English boys and “no grown-ups!” In this case, young boys do not contribute to their current situation as the animals did and they are not responsible for what had happened. Similarly like the animals, the boys gather at their first meeting where they find out that after the crash of their plane the island, beautiful but deserted, seems to be their new home. Looking at each other boys realize that there is no adult, no parent, no one older who would take care of them as they are used to from

---

their homes. This discovery and the new place they do not know leads to the establishment of a new community which will live on the island till some rescue will come.

As the new communities are formed, the question which immediately arises is a need for those who will lead them. No community can prosper without individuals who will take care of it and who will command its members in such a way that the community will flourish and it will bring benefit for all of them. Since the beginning of Animal Farm, the most active animals who meet those criteria, seem to be pigs who are “generally recognised as being the cleverest of the animals”. (AF, 35) Encouraged by Major’s words, they are ready to work for the joint benefit of the community and they prove this determination even before Rebellion itself by coming up with ideas how the new community should look like, which rules it should follow and how organized it should be. One of the pigs which stands in a front line is Snowball. Among animals he excels not only by his lively character but also by his ability to give persuasive speeches about important topics and by unusual ingenuity. Together those characteristics create a future leader who probably will not sit on his hands, waiting passively for things to happen but who will put farm in motion, who will be ready to talk with others about where the farm is heading and who will look for ways how to improve and move the farm up and consequently increase common good of all. By the fact that pigs have the top position thanks to their intelligence and activity, Snowball, with other pigs, takes the role of a leader without any protests or disagreement of other animals.

A need for leader on the island appears to be much more urgent than on the farm because boys find themselves in an unknown place and with no adults, for the first time in their lives, the whole responsibility rests on their shoulders. All of them gather thanks to the sound they probably have not heard yet. This strange sound comes out of the shell and it is Ralph, one of the older boys who makes it. By that act Ralph proves himself to be a candidate for future leader from the very beginning – with the conch he manages to gather all boys from different parts of the island in order to know how many of them survived the accident. This first active step, the conch, which is since the first moment admired by all boys, and also his physical appearance make him an ideal individual who quickly gains attention of others. Ralph is “the boy with fair hair” (LOTF, 11) and his figure is quite mature as he is nearly thirteen, which makes him one of the oldest on the island. This physical appearance stands for near adulthood, a connection with the world of grown-ups and it results in respect of other boys who are much younger. The first evidence of both his
care and interest emerges right after the moment when all boys stand in front of him and when Ralph comes up with the idea, that there should be “a chief to decide things” (LOTF, 29). His idea of having an important person who will lead the community portrays Ralph as a boy who follows the habits and customs of the world he is used to live in (Britain) and who already adopted the way of living which maintains certain rules and orders for everyone. As a result, Ralph wants the new community to be as civilized and organized as possible. As the election starts, he beats Jack, who later turns out to be his rival, and he is elected by the majority of boys, probably thanks to his look which makes him so special among others:

But there was a stillness about Ralph as he sat that marked him out: there was his size, and attractive appearance; and most obscurely, yet most powerfully, there was the conch. The being that had blown that, had sat waiting for them on the platform with the delicate thing balanced on his knees, was set apart. (LOTF, 30)

Based on this description it is Ralph’s personality, the picture of him which brings him victory and makes him a new leader. The conch mentioned in the extract indicates power and strengthens Ralph’s position within a community. It is exactly this thing which ensures his success – no one from others has a tool which would be so unique and which would call them together. It is clear that the conch serves there as a privilege of the leader and makes him even more attractive for the boys.

Since the moment he is elected, Ralph proves himself to be active and able to organize the whole group. Whereas boys are ordered to stay where they are, Ralph with two other boys, Jack and Simon, set out for exploration to find out if the place is really an island. When Ralph gathers the meeting, he informs other boys about their current situation of being on the isolated island and he also establishes the very first rule of the community: everyone is allowed to speak only when he holds the shell. Without holding the shell in hands boys must stay silent and listen to another speaker. Ralph’s rule serves here as a sign of order and system – Ralph is aware of the fact that in order to build good community it is impossible to let everyone talk at once. What leads him to the idea of this rule is his connection with his home, with his motherland which is developed and organized. Ralph is the one of all boys who is most connected with civilized population and developed world. He may not realize that but the organized world with rules for everyone he is used to live
in, influences his first decision and increases his determination to create the similar one on the island.

Ralph’s emphasis on system and rules is reflected not only in the rule of shell but it continues to be applied in other instructions and actions. His plan to make a significant fire in order to be visible and to organize boys to take care of it gives an evidence Ralph does not only want the community to be civilized and prosperous but his main interest and goal is to be rescued from the island, as soon as possible. By the sensible decision such as making fire on the top of the mountain, Ralph increases this chance of attracting help from the sea or air and since the beginning he sees keeping fire as a task of great importance. His view on that only supports the fact that Ralph is used to inhabiting and well-developed, sensible world and he wishes to be back in it, the sooner the better. Another sign of his home he tries to bring on the island is having shelters where boys could sleep. Ralph justifies building shelters also as a place where they can hide in rainy weather. Although no one except for Simon is willing to help him, Ralph keeps trying to build them and provide them to the whole community. His determination and effort make an impression that Ralph as a leader stands in the forefront of the group and by his action gives an example to others how the community should work. The steps he makes demonstrate his aim to create prosperous community and they are all driven by his motto: “the best thing we can do is get ourselves rescued.” (LOTF, 67)

Considering Ralph’s positive character and leader’s activities, Snowball acts very similarly and passivity is not his case. Even before the Rebellion starts, Snowball together with other pigs think about rules and principles the new community of animals should adopt. The result of their ideas is a system called Animalism which consists of seven major rules animals are obliged to follow. It is Snowball who paints these principles on the wall and makes everyone understand them by reading them in front of all animals. The new rules on the farm serve the same purpose as on the island – there need to be certain bases on which the community stands and certain steps which every member of the community should follow. In that sense, Snowball’s and Ralph’s stress on system is the same and similarly like Ralph, Snowball takes the leader position by painting the rules by himself and reading them to all. This unique task strengthens his position which is further maintained by other activities Snowball decides for. He rewrites the name of farm from ‘Manor Farm’ to ‘Animal Farm’, he creates the flag of farm from a tablecloth and he sums up the seven rules into one. Those decisions portray Snowball as a leader who is ready to
show the way for others, who is proud of the new community and who – by maintaining one commandment that sums up the rules - shows respect for others who are not able to learn them all. Snowball does not want the community to stay somehow isolated from the world around and so, together with Napoleon, the other pig, sends pigeons which inform animals living on surrounding farms about their success and the new way of live. By keeping in touch with the world out of the farm, Snowball acts in the same manner as Ralph who also does not want the island to be isolated but keeps stressing the importance of fire which could connect the community with the world around them. Informing other animals indicates Snowball’s pride of animals’ success, his drive for a new, better animal world, his empathy with enslaved animals and also willingness to help them become free.

The feature which connects both leaders is their love for democracy. None of them wants to take the whole power only by himself. Immediately after his victory in the election, Ralph turns to Jack, assuring him that “the choir belongs to you [him], of course”. (LOTF, 31) By this decision Ralph gives Jack power over his group and lets him decide what will be its task. When Jack states that boys of his choir will be hunters, Ralph respects his will and agrees. His democratic share of leader’s power may be result of his perception of Jack as a strong personality who already stood in a leader position of choir and who lost against him in the election. Ralph probably realizes that Jack can help him with leading and take charge of getting meat which is necessary for the whole community. This share of power with Jack depicts Ralph as an individual who does not want to decide everything on his own but who is ready to cooperate, to share tasks and to accept opinions of others, also by borrowing them shell for expressing their objections. Having boys for hunting also supports division of workload and increases efficiency of the community.

Democracy finds its place also on the farm. Every Sunday animals are given the opportunity to come up with their resolutions which reflects the willingness of the leader to hear opinions and ideas of others. Besides that, Snowball spends much of his time “with organising the other animals into what he called Animal Committees”. (AF, 49) Animals can also participate classes where they can learn how to read and write. Classes are organized by Snowball and together with Committees and chance for resolutions signify Snowball’s share of power and education. When it comes to writing, Snowball is the most talented of the farm and he is willing to share his talent and teach other animals to read and write as well. Opportunity for expressing opinions, no matter to whom they belong,
represents a democratic community which is driven not only by the chosen individual but by each of its members.

The animal community works and prospers well, when it is forced to face the first problem. The previous owner, Mr. Jones, comes to capture the farm which results in a battle no one from animals has ever experienced. This problem actually represents a situation when the leader is challenged to show his leadership skills and to prove that his high position in the community is justified. Based on his actions, Snowball fulfills both of these tasks not only by previous educating himself how he should lead such battle but also by his immediate reaction to enemy, when “he gave his orders quickly, and in a couple of minutes every animal was at his post”. (AF, 57) During the battle, Snowball leads the animals and stands in the first line. He also defeats the major enemy, Mr. Jones, and his triumph is described in the following extract:

Snowball now gave the signal for the charge. He himself dashed straight for Jones. Jones saw him coming, raised his gun and fired. The pellets scored bloody streaks along Snowball’s back, and a sheep dropped dead. Without halting for an instant, Snowball flung his fifteen stone against Jones’s legs. Jones was hurled into a pile of dung and his gun flew out of his hands. (AF, 57-58)

The extract describes Snowball as a brave leader who does not hesitate to fight against the enemy. By such bravery Snowball’s leading position in the community is enhanced as Snowball appears to be that type of leader who is ready to defend the farm and deal with any problems that could come. His importance within the community even increases when animals give him a medal as a reward for his heroic actions and for defending them. The medal shows gratitude of others and marks Snowball as a hero, as a leader devoted to the community.

Shortly after its establishing, even Ralph’s community has to face first problems. Despite Ralph’s constant reminders about keeping fire, boys fail to do so and the fire on the mountain is extinguished. The situation is even worse when Ralph notices a ship on the horizon and without a huge, visible fire he is not able to draw the attention of its crew. Such disappointment brings him to the decisions which he presents at the meeting, pointing out on other problems the community have: not having enough water in coconut shells, not building shelters, not going to the given place for toilet. Towards the end of his speech, he maintains the urgency of having fire:
“The fire is the most important thing on the island. How can we ever be rescued except by luck, if we don’t keep a fire going? Is a fire too much for us to make?”

He flung out an arm.

“Look at us! How many are we? And yet we can’t keep a fire going to make smoke. Don’t you understand? Can’t you see we ought—ought to die before we let the fire out?” (LOTF, 100-101)

Ralph’s speech only proves how much he wishes to return to home, which is impossible without the fire. His rules about keeping fire and going to the rocks for toilet, his disgust over uncivilized manners boys adopted and over their carefree attitude signify that Ralph does not want the community of savages but the community as civilized as possible. By strict rules how to behave he performs his leadership skills and no one dares to not care about fire. His speech brings a new order to the island and portrays Ralph as the one who is ready to deal with problems others are likely to ignore.

Ralph’s leadership skills are also vividly portrayed in a moment, when little boys start talking about a beast which is hiding somewhere on the island. When Ralph hears about the beastie for the first time, he tries to explain to boys that it does not exist and gives them hope that they will be soon rescued. But when fear increases and twins tell him that they saw the beast, Ralph decides to act and goes with others to discover whether the beast is real or not. The way how he reacts gives an impression of him as a leader who cares about solving problems and who is willing to do whatever he can to remove any negative element – even fear and dangerous beast – from the life of community. The goal he has is then clear: to create community where everyone will feel safe and satisfied and which will be beneficial to each of its members.

Considering the idea of building perfect communities, Ralph and Snowball share the same views and ideas. Snowball’s effort is reflected in his plans to build a windmill, which could make the work on farm much easier and faster and animals could have more free time for themselves. Since the idea of the windmill crossed his mind, Snowball is determined to realize it and with enthusiasm he spends days over the plans “with his books held open by a stone, and with a piece of chalk gripped between the knuckles of his trotter.” (AF, 64) Snowball’s determination to make the farm more developed suggests his interest, his aim to take care of the farm and to work for the common good of its members. Snowball sees the windmill as a chance to move the farm up, to make it a better place for every animal and he does not hesitate to make use of this opportunity. As a leader he continues to think about what could be improved and what the possibilities are.
Based on given descriptions, both leaders, Snowball and Ralph, are aware of their positions within their communities and multiple responsibilities this brings. Despite some problems they have to deal with, they are ready to continue in their leading and do whatever they can to make their communities as prosperous and functional as possible.

### 3.2 Rivals

As both novels, *Animal Farm* and *Lord of the Flies*, show their protagonists as the popular leaders, they also introduce antagonists who stand on the other side. In the second chapter of *Animal Farm*, Orwell mentions Napoleon, who is “a large, rather fierce-looking Berkshire boar” (*AF*, 35) and who is “not much of a talker, but with a reputation for getting his own way” (*AF*, 35). In comparison with Snowball, Napoleon is not as lively a character as him, which may result in his speaking much more slowly than Snowball in his speeches. Similarly to Orwell, in *Lord of the Flies* Golding introduces Jack, a young boy who leads the choir. Compared to Ralph, who is portrayed as “the fair-haired boy with the creamy shell on his knees”, (*LOTF*, 27) Jack appears to be a red-haired boy, who is “tall, thin, and bony.” (*LOTF*, 27) As far as physical appearance is concerned, both antagonists significantly differ from the leaders and as the novels head to their plots, their contrasting characters will further develop.

Shortly after their introduction, Napoleon and Jack are given a chance to stand by the side of leaders and to cooperate with them. Motivated by Major’s speech, Napoleon does not hesitate and actively takes part in pigs’ discussions about what should be done. Together with Snowball he formulates the main ideas of Animalism and establishes the rules which will be obligatory for everyone on the farm. He also helps Snowball with passing these new ideas to others so the whole community will be united and well-coordinated. Once the farmer is no longer the owner of the farm, Snowball shares his power with Napoleon. This results in an important role Napoleon has within the community as he is present in the most significant moments: together with Snowball he enters the Jones’ house to see what is in, together with Snowball he gathers the animals, together with Snowball he passes the commandments, arranging the ladder and the paint so they could be written publicly on the wall. These activities show Napoleon as an active member of the community who is willing to work for it and who is interested in its life and in its future development. The fact that the animals see pigs as the most intelligent of the community, gives Napoleon an opportunity to stand in the first line and to be in the middle
of action, next to Snowball. His cooperative behavior and determination to be active make him – after the leader – the most prominent member of the community.

Cooperation becomes the part of the life of the community even on the island. When Ralph wins the elections and becomes the leader, he immediately shares his power with Jack, giving him authority over his choir. With such generous offer, Jack’s anger of not being elected disappears and he states that the choir will be hunters whose task will be hunting and providing meat for the community. As a leader of hunters, Jack seems to be satisfied and he quickly takes the position next to Ralph, being interested in activities needed for rescue of the boys. After the first meeting he goes with Ralph and Simon to explore the place, he agrees with establishing the rules and he leads the boys up to the mountain, ordering hunters to make a pile of wood for fire. He helps Ralph with carrying the branches, with igniting the heap and as the following extract shows, he gives orders to the choir, whose task will be taking care of fire:

“We’ll let the fire burn out now. Who would see smoke at night-time, anyway? And we can start the fire again whenever we like. Altos – you can keep the fire going this week; and trebles the next.–”
The assembly assented gravely.
“And we’ll be responsible for keeping a lookout too. If we see a ship out there”– they followed the direction of his bony arm with their eyes–“we’ll put green branches on. Then there’ll be more smoke.”

(LOTF, 55-56)

Jack’s commands and his attitude shown in the extract indicate that Jack shares Ralph’s purpose and he willingly takes responsibility for something that plays a significant role for the community as fire and its visibility decide whether boys will be rescued or not. Taking care of fire and hunting are the two activities which determine Jack’s position within the community – similarly to Napoleon, after the leader he appears to be the most indispensable member: if fire dies out, boys will not be rescued and if he does not lead the hunters, giving them orders, they will not have meat and they may die. Those two tasks equate Jack’s and Ralph’s authority, give Jack superiority over the hunters and they serve also as the evidences of cooperation between him and the leader – by them Jack is involved in the running of the community and he helps Ralph with the burden of leadership.

Apart from helping and supporting the leaders in the steps they take, Napoleon and Jack soon prove themselves to be much different from their chiefs. Gathering the regular meetings on Sundays, animals can observe that plans and ideas proposed by Snowball
stand against those proposed by Napoleon. When Snowball comes up with the idea of establishing Animal Committees and teaching animals how to read and write, which he managed to realize, Napoleon expresses his disagreement, stating “that the education of the young was more important than anything that could be done for those who were already grown up.” (AF, 51) Contrasting ideas and disagreements between the two pigs continue to rise and they make difference between them even bigger:

These two disagreed at every point where disagreement was possible. If one of them suggested sowing a bigger acreage with barley, the other was certain to demand a bigger acreage of oats, and if one of them said that such and such a field was just right for cabbages, the other would declare that it was useless for anything except roots. Each had his own following, and there were some violent debates. At the Meetings Snowball often won over the majority by his brilliant speeches, but Napoleon was better at canvassing support for himself in between times. (AF, 62-63)

As both pigs tend to oppose each other in the ordinary things, they maintain their opposite characters and maybe unconsciously they are somehow polarizing the community. The source of such division are their constant disagreements with each other which result in two groups: those who support Snowball’s ideas and those who identify themselves with Napoleon. Different interests of the pigs seem to be a fertile ground for arguments evoking that the relationship between Snowball and Napoleon is not what it used to be in past. At the same time, conflicts mentioned in the extract serve as a beginning of rivalry between the two. They indicate that Napoleon’s support for Snowball is gone as he stands on the other side. His approach to Snowball’s leadership portrays him as the first member who is ready to resist the leader and who questions leader’s authority.

In a similar way, the first sign of disagreement arises also on the island and it serves as an indicator of difference between Ralph and Jack. Jack tries to hunt a pig without the others, while Ralph spends hours with building shelters together with Simon. Both are exhausted by their effort which has no effect – pig ran somewhere to the jungle and shelters are not stable enough. Jack’s main interest lies in hunting and getting meat, whereas Ralph is concerned with shelters that could serve as places for sleeping, and with fire which would catch the attention of some passing ship. These two interests significantly differ from each other. Hunting and looking for pig could be entertaining and it does not require as much effort as building shelters and keeping fire. In order to build stable shelters, Ralph has to work hard, carrying branches and construct them carefully so they
would not fall down. As he is tired and discouraged by unwillingness of others to help him, Jack’s concerns about pig and his different priorities result in the first battle of words:

Indignation took away Ralph’s control.

“I was talking about smoke! Don’t you want to be rescued? All you can talk about is pig, pig, pig!”

“But we want meat!”

“And I work all day with nothing but Simon and you come back and don’t even notice the huts!”

“I was working too.”

“But you like it!” shouted Ralph. “You want to hunt! While I—”

They faced each other on the bright beach, astonished at the rub of feeling. (*LOTF*, 68-69)

The conversation between the two demonstrates their different goals and it also reflects their personalities, each standing for the opposite than the other one. This disagreement increases in a moment, when a ship appears and passes without noticing the boys and therefore not being able to offer any help. Because almost all the boys are on hunt with Jack, no one cares for fire which consequently dies out. No fire means no chance to be saved and the one responsible for that situation seems to be Jack: from the beginning his task is to ensure that at least one hunter takes care of fire. But Jack with his face painted in order to be less visible for pigs, with the first killed pig and with the group of excited hunters behind him, represents someone who no longer shares Ralph’s opinions but stands in the direct opposite. The joy of the successful hunt, the pride he feels contrast with Ralph’s disappointment and with the failure Ralph experiences. Jack does not attach great importance to the missed ship, he is still excited about the pig. On the contrary, Ralph is blind to the success of hunters but the missed ship and no fire mean the biggest loss for him. Those opposite priorities stress the differences between Ralph and Jack and at the same time they will appear to be the source of many other conflicts between these two.

Different priorities are not the only thing which separates Ralph and Jack. As far as their appearance is concerned, their approaches significantly differs. When looking at himself, Ralph starts to realize how much his look has changed:

He pulled distastefully at his grey shirt and wondered whether he might undertake the adventure of washing it. Sitting under what seemed an unusual heat, even for this island, Ralph planned his toilet. He would like to have a pair of scissors and cut this hair—he flung the mass back—cut this filthy hair right back to half an inch. He would like to have a bath, a proper wallow with soap. He passed his tongue
Ralph’s disgust over his appearance clearly signifies how much he misses habits he is used
to from home and how he lacks these ordinary things such as bath, soap or toothbrush. His
distaste over dirty, shabby clothes and unkempt hair also indicates the connection with the
civilized world: Ralph is concerned with his look and he knows that this is not the way
civilized man should look like.

On the contrary, Jack does not seem to worry about anything connected to taking care
of his appearance, but he searches for ways how to blend with the jungle and the island. He
does not hesitate to paint his face with clay, creating a mask which will not be visible for
pigs. The step like this also proves that he is so obsessed with hunting that he is willing to
do practically anything in order to succeed in it. While painting and preparing for hunt, he
does not care of how he looks and his face of savage suggests how far he is from civilized
manners and from the world where hunting with painted face no longer exists. By their
contrasting preferences, the difference between two boys increases greatly: whereas Ralph
prefers making fire, being rescued and civilized manners of hygiene, Jack stands for
hunting, having fun and appearance of a hunter, which has nothing in common with
civilized world he grew up in.

Since the moment when fire died out, tension between Ralph and Jack becomes more
visible and other conflicts and disagreements start to appear. At the meeting after the ship
was missed, Jack openly shows his disapproval of rules and when the assembly speaks
about the beast which may hide somewhere on the island, he clearly expresses his priority.
With his scream “if there’s a beast, we’ll hunt it down” (LOTF, 114) he ends the meeting
and the boys who favor hunting start to shout, sing and laugh. By his approach, much
different from Ralph’s, Jack divides the community which starts to break into two groups:
the majority of those who want to hunt and a few of those who want to be saved and who
identify themselves with Ralph’s world of rules. As Santwana Haldar points out, Jack is
“guided by passion,”49 emphasizing hunting and fun, refusing rules, not caring for the beast
or other problems that could come. He portrays the direct opposite of sensible Ralph who

49 See Santwana Haldar, William Golding’s Lord of the Flies (New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers &
Distributors, 2006), 27.
knows that making fire is more important than having fun and without rules the community will inevitably head to its end.

In a similar way like Ralph and Jack, Snowball and Napoleon both tend to fight for different priorities and interests. Their frequent arguments peak at the moment when Snowball comes up with the idea of the windmill. While he spends his time with drawing the plans and thinking how the windmill should work instead of animals, Napoleon dislikes the idea since the beginning, stressing that the farm should focus on producing more food instead of building the windmill. Similarly to boys on the island, even animals on the farm are exposed to the disagreement between the two and maybe unconsciously they divide themselves into two groups: those standing for Snowball and his windmill and those favoring Napoleon and more food. It is the question of the windmill which helps Napoleon to gain supporters as well as the question of no rules and hunting helps Jack to attract those, who will follow him. By their actions opposing the leaders, both rivals start to establish their communities which will be much different from the previous ones. Their attitudes to the leaders change rapidly as they do not identify themselves with the chiefs. Napoleon keeps ignoring Snowball’s effort with the windmill and when he once comes to see the work of the leader, “he lifted his leg, urinated over the plans, and walked out without uttering a word.” (AF, 65) In the same manner, Jack expresses his resistance to Ralph’s leading, when he shouts “bollocks to the rules!” (LOTF, 114) By those reactions to the leaders, the rivals openly show their disrespect for the existing leadership and by their behavior they suggest they do not stand by the side of the leaders anymore.

Disagreements between leaders and rivals keep continuing and they reach the highest point at the meetings of both communities. The rivalry between Snowball and Napoleon escalates at the moment when both of them try to convince animals to vote for them: Snowball impresses animals, describing how the windmill could change the image of farm, Napoleon openly disagrees with his idea, stating that animals should not support the windmill. However, Snowball’s speech is more convincing than that one given by Napoleon. When it seems that the animals finally decided who they will follow, Napoleon acts in the way which no one would expect:

But just at this moment Napoleon stood up and, casting a peculiar sidelong look at Snowball, uttered a high-pitched whimper of a kind no one had ever heard him utter before.
At this there was a terrible baying sound outside, and nine enormous dogs wearing brass-studded collars came bounding into the barn. They dashing straight for Snowball, who only sprang from his place just in time to escape their snapping jaws. In a moment he was out of the door and they were after him. Too amazed and frightened to speak, all the animals crowded through the door to watch the chase. Snowball was racing across the long pasture that led to the road. He was running as only a pig can run, but the dogs were close on his heels. *(AF, 67)*

At the end of the chasing, Snowball luckily manages to run away from the dogs and in order to save his life, he disappears from the farm. The twist described in the extract illustrates the change of positions of both pigs: Snowball falls down from his top position and he loses his role of the leader at the moment, when the dogs start to chase him. As he does his best to escape them and save himself, he also loses his power which now starts to belong to Napoleon, who actually gave order to dogs. The image of the leader being chased like a beast and the rival standing in the front position and watching him clearly indicates the shift of power from Snowball to Napoleon. Napoleon ascends to power thanks to dogs which he brought up by himself and used them against Snowball. Dangerous and terrifying to the shocked animals, dogs represent a tool which no one dares to resist and which will help Napoleon to exercise his power over the farm. Snowball, standing in the direct opposite to Napoleon, portrays their first catch and with Napoleon’s whimper he loses his dominant position and fights for his own life. He is the only obstacle standing in Napoleon’s plan to become a leader and take over the farm. At the moment he disappears, Napoleon gets rid of that obstacle and the way towards leadership seems to be open for him.

Similarly to the idea of the windmill on the farm, the idea of a beast appears to be the main concern of boys on the island. When the twins Sam and Eric start claiming that they saw the beast with their own eyes, Ralph decides that they will search for it. As they do not succeed, Jack provokes Ralph by his decision to search for the beast at the top of the mountain. After both of them with Roger reached the peak of the mountain, they are scared to death by what they see and not realizing that the creature in front of them is a dead parachutist, all of them run away with screaming. With a conclusion that the beast really exists, Jack gathers the meeting and shares with boys what they saw on the mountain. The tension between him and Ralph escalates at the moment when Jack accuses Ralph of not being a good leader, claiming that Ralph did not go on the top of the mountain with him and Roger. Calling him a coward, Jack continues in his speech about Ralph as about
someone who is unable to hunt and provide meat, who is not ideal and who “just gives orders and expects people to obey for nothing.” (*LOTF*, 157) When he expresses his opinion that Ralph should not be in the position of the leader, he decides to leave:

He laid the conch with great care in the grass at his feet. The humiliating tears were running from the corner of each eye.

“I’m not going to play any longer. Not with you.”

Most of the boys were looking down now, at the grass or their feet. Jack cleared his throat again.

“I’m not going to be part of Ralph’s lot—”

He looked along the right-hand logs, numbering the hunters that had been a choir.

“I’m going off by myself. He can catch his own pigs. Anyone who wants to hunt when I do can come too.” (*LOTF*, 158)

By this action Jack shows that he no longer wants to cooperate with Ralph and follow his rules. His statement about Ralph’s inability to hunt and his verbal attacks regarding Ralph’s style of leading prove that he does not respect the leader and stands on the other side. The encouragement for the boys to join him indicates that Jack is ready to establish his own community of people, who will follow him and who will identify with his style of leading.

Contrasting with Napoleon who sent the dogs against Snowball, Jack may not use any tool to terrify Ralph or to drive him out of the island. However his accusation and speech against Ralph are powerful and by the final decision to leave his group, Jack is the one who breaks the original community. It is him who goes away and by his offer to join him he suggests that in his new community the leader will be much different from Ralph. Since that time Ralph’s power diminishes as boys start to follow Jack on the other side of the island. A few supporters, including the twins, Simon and Piggy, mean that Ralph’s role as a leader is heading to its end. The gradual shift of power and popularity between him and Jack is clear when Jack as a new leader meets with his followers for the first time on the other side of the island. To distinguish them from Ralph’s community and to make them united, Jack gives his followers the black caps, the part of the uniforms worn by choir. Golding mentions these uniforms in the first chapter, when the choir with Jack appears, and he describes them as “black cloaks which bore a long silver cross on the left breast and each neck was finished off with a hambone frill.” (*LOTF*, 26)
As far as the uniforms are concerned, James Gindin argues that “the physical description deliberately suggests the Nazis.”50 His statement connects Jack’s followers with followers of Hitler: both groups are willing to wear the same clothes and to show by this act who they follow and support. Establishing the new community, Jack does not hesitate to give the boys their caps which will distinguish them from others. In the similar way, Hitler maintained wearing uniforms to distinguish his bodyguards and supporters from ordinary people. Similarly like in Germany, even on the island the black caps serve as a sign of the new community, separated from the previous one. The different attitudes, emphasizing hunting and paying no attention to the beast serve as a basis of the new group. With his words “I’m going to be chief,” (LOTF, 165) Jack reaches his goal, he takes over the power and becomes the leader of his own community.

With driving Snowball out of the farm and with leaving Ralph’s group and his part of the island, both Napoleon and Jack represent the rivals who break the original communities. From the first little conflicts they continue to maintain their preferences opposite from those emphasized by the leaders till the tension between them and the chiefs escalates and results in a twist: the rivals succeed in taking over the power and they become the new leaders. Since that, Snowball’s and Ralph’s top positions within the communities are lost.

### 3.3 Arch enemies

As it was shown in the previous chapter, both novels, *Animal Farm* and *Lord of the Flies* portray rivals who managed to take over the power and became the new leaders. The moment when both of them openly stated their disagreement with the previous leaders is just the beginning of breaking the original communities. Since that time, Napoleon and Jack continue in their rivalry and as the new leaders they make effort to build walls between the new communities and the enemies.

Shortly after Snowball is driven out of the farm, Napoleon begins with his tactics of influencing the community. He sends Squealer, who is his most devoted ally, to speak to animals. Squealer emphasizes Napoleon’s great character, his sacrifice to bear the burden of leadership and depicting him as a hero, at the end of his speech he mentions Snowball, who “was no better than a criminal.” (AF, 69) This first lie continues to grow, when

---

someone opposes Squealer with the objection that in the battle, Snowball proved himself to be a brave defender of the farm, Squealer immediately responds that “Snowball’s part in it [in the battle] was much exaggerated.” (AF, 70) These attempts to degrade Snowball’s merit for the farm escalate when Napoleon informs animals that in the following two years the priority of the whole community will be building of the windmill. Immediately Squealer clarifies that the whole idea of the windmill originally belonged to Napoleon, who came up with the plans, however Snowball stole these plans and presented them as his ideas. By that Napoleon openly suggests that Snowball is an evil personality and his influence on the farm is not good. As a result he acted as Snowball’s opponent to drive him out. As far as he succeeded, the animals can start with the windmill construction.

Valerie Meyers compares this step of Napoleon to the step taken by Stalin in Soviet Union. Similarly to the situation on the farm, where Napoleon’s and Snowball’s opinions whether to build the windmill or not diverged, in Soviet Union Stalin and Trotsky could not come to an agreement what is most important for the future development of the country. Whereas Stalin maintained the importance of agriculture, Trotsky opposed with the idea of better and advanced industry. As well as Napoleon appropriated Snowball’s drawings and thoughts, so did Stalin with Trotsky’s intentions which consequently appeared on his plan for the first five years.51

The lies which Napoleon spreads through Squealer, the false picture of Snowball as someone who is not a good character and the indirect accusation of him being a thief serve as the building blocks of the wall between the community and Snowball. By creating Snowball’s negative image, Napoleon influences the community and with continuous lies he forces the animals to believe that Snowball is not the great personality as he was regarded to be. This rivalry and effort to denigrate the previous leader peak at the moment when the windmill collapses due to its thin walls which make it unstable. Immediately Napoleon knows who is guilty for such destruction and he does not hesitate to inform animals that it was Snowball, who as a “traitor has crept here under cover of night and destroyed our [their] work of nearly a year.” (AF, 82) Investigating the farm, Napoleon soon finds out Snowball’s footprints which serve as an evidence to animals that Snowball

is responsible for the ruined windmill and by this act he took revenge for being driven out of the farm. In the short time, Snowball’s popularity continues to decrease rapidly when every morning animals find out that something is damaged, missed or ruined:

Every night, it was said, he came creeping in under cover of darkness and performed all kinds of mischief. He stole the corn, he upset the milk-pails, he broke the eggs, he trampled the seedbeds, he gnawed the bark off the fruit trees. Whenever anything went wrong it became usual to attribute it to Snowball. If a window was broken or a drain was blocked up, someone was certain to say that Snowball had come in the night and done it, and when the key of the store-shed was lost, the whole farm was convinced that Snowball had thrown it down the well. (*AF*, 87-88)

The extract depicts Snowball as a culprit of every mishap that happens on the farm. With the constant accusations his reputation is damaged and as the animals are convinced by their new leader that Snowball is the one responsible for all the negative things, he quickly loses his popularity in the community. Such shift from the top position to the last one indicates the influence of Napoleon on the others and at the same time it strengthens Napoleon’s position in the community. By spoiling the picture of Snowball as a great and popular leader in the minds of animals, Napoleon consolidates his power and makes them to believe that Snowball’s true character is much different from that one which the animals tended to attribute to him. Presenting Snowball as a source of all problems only proves Napoleon strategy to make him unpopular and by building walls of lies to remove him from the community.

The effort to influence others and to set them against the previous leader seems to apply even in Jack’s case. After the hunt he orders boys to steal fire from Ralph’s group so his tribe could prepare the feast. When the stolen fire dies out, Jack decides that he will take fire from Ralph again and together with two hunters, Maurice and Roger, he attacks the boys lying in the shelters. Beating Ralph and the other three boys, Jack manages to steal Piggy’s glasses, which from the beginning serve as a tool for lightening the fire. Jack’s commands for boys to go and steal fire and glasses suggest absolute lack of respect for Ralph and at the same time they help him to increase his power: the leader has a top position within the community so he has a right to take the fire from Ralph. Such orders and actions influence boys greatly as they do not think about what is good or not and by following Jack’s commands they show that they no longer stand by Ralph side. Similarly to Napoleon, who strengthens his position by accusing Snowball of everything bad, Jack
consolidates his power when he attacks and beats Ralph and other three boys, who lie in the shelters, having no idea what is going on. Jack’s popularity peaks in the moment when he steals Piggy’s glasses. Singing and coming back to his tribe, he feels proudly, being “a chief now in truth”. (LOTF, 207) The stolen glasses indicate victory of Jack’s tribe as now the hunters can light the fire whenever they want, and at the same time they mean loss to Ralph’s group. Piggy is unable to see without his glasses and such situation results in weakening of Ralph’s small community. Jack’s behavior clearly proves that he is determined to continue in rivalry and he is willing to do practically anything to obtain the total power. Obsessed with leadership he does not care about the fact that Piggy can hardly live without the glasses and by stealing them, he practically blinds him. By speaking about Ralph and his followers as about some separate minority which has no power and from which he can take fire, Jack builds walls of separation between Ralph and the boys, similarly to Napoleon, who spreads lies to build walls of separation between Snowball and the animals. Considering the purpose of this acting, Jack’s strategy seems to be similar to Napoleon’s: his main objection is to weaken Ralph’s position and to remove him from the community.

The actions of the new leaders go hand in hand with loss of Ralph’s and Snowball’s position within the community. The tension between Ralph and Jack escalates when Ralph comes with blind Piggy and twins to Jack’s tribe, asking for Piggy’s glasses. Ralph gives hunters the last chance to decide whether they want to be saved or not by reminding them the importance of the fire. At the moment when hunters respond to him by laughter, Ralph realizes that his position of a leader is definitely lost. Laughter of hunters signifies that nobody takes him seriously anymore, nobody stands by his side and nobody wants to follow his rules and commands. The difference between Jack’s tribe and Ralph gets bigger with the fact that the faces of boys are painted whereas Ralph’s face still looks the same as at the beginning. This contrast between them and Ralph illustrates that they no longer support him but Jack, who they followed and painted their faces to look like their leader. At the same time, painted faces also serve as the sign of Jack’s savagery, which stands in direct opposite with Ralph’s civilized manners. Whereas Jack’s tribe starts to maintain primitivism, Ralph and his followers still try to behave like civilized people. Not being able to even recognize who is who, Ralph sees that his position of a leader is definitely gone. Surrounded by painted faces he realizes that he does not fit in this new community and the difference between him and the boys makes him an enemy of Jack’s tribe.
In the similar way, Napoleon’s effort to remove Snowball from the community reaches the peak and results in the loss of Snowball’s position. After investigation of the damages caused by Snowball, Napoleon sends Squealer to inform the animals that Snowball joined one of the farmers and together they are planning to attack the animals and capture the farm. To make the whole situation even worse, Squealer ads that based on the documents found by pigs, Snowball cooperated with Mr. Jones, the previous owner of the farm and that “he was Jones’s secret agent all the time.” (AF, 89) This false accusation of Snowball serves as an example of practices typical for Soviet Union at the time of Stalin’s leadership: constant lies, manipulation with facts and creation of negative images of those, who offered resistance, was an everyday occurrence in totalitarian regimes and so it starts to be on the farm. The discovery about Snowball’s collaboration with Mr. Jones is shocking for the whole community and it definitely changes Snowball’s position on the farm: since the beginning, animals consider humans to be their enemies and consequently one of their principles states that animals should never cooperate or do business with people. Standing by the side of humans, no one can get on well with animals. As a result, it is the idea of Snowball cooperating with a human being which definitely removes him from the community. By joining the farmer, Snowball loses his position of a leader and becomes an enemy of all animals. Cooperation with human beings makes him deeply unpopular and with revealing it, his top position is gone.

Valerie Meyers argues that with such damage of reputation, Orwell made a connection between Snowball and Trotsky. Once Trotsky was out of Soviet Union, living in exile in Mexico, his reputation changed rapidly: he was accused of being a traitor and plotter. Similarly to him, once Snowball is driven out of the farm, his popularity decreases and consequently he is marked as a traitor, who actually never stood by the side of animals. After such discovery, animals no longer consider him to be the leader but the enemy as well as all human beings.

The change of their positions in the communities does not apply only to Snowball and Ralph but it also applies to Napoleon and Jack, however the other way around. After achieving their goals to take over the power and getting rid of their rivals, both Napoleon and Jack ultimately become the leaders. However, their leadership significantly differs

---

from the leadership of their predecessors. Napoleon does not spend his time with the animals and as he stands at the top position, his habits indicate that he no longer identifies himself with the others but considers himself to be more than just one of the members of the community. He orders Squealer to be his mouthpiece, appearing only with a pack of dogs and a cockerel, who with his crowing makes Napoleon’s speeches more ceremonial. He no longer lives with animals, but in the farmhouse, where he eats alone from the dinner service left by Mr. Jones, wearing his clothes and sleeping in his bed. No one from animals dare to call him by his name, instead of that they speak about him as about the Leader, encouraged by the pigs, who “liked to invent for him such titles as Father of All Animals, Terror of Mankind, Protector of the Sheep-fold, Ducklings’ Friend, and the like.” (AF, 99-100) Napoleon’s behavior clearly proves that although he accused Snowball of cooperation with human beings, it is him who actually identifies himself with people by adopting their habits and using their inventions. Such paradox indicates that due to his new lifestyle Napoleon gets much closer to people than Snowball has ever been.

Forgetting about the name of the leader seems to be the case also on the island. In the dialogue between Roger and Robert, neither of them refers to their leader as Jack, but both constantly speak about him as about a chief. In this respect, Golding emphasizes Jack’s position and even in narrative he avoid using his name, replacing it by a chief. Not being addressed by their Christian names, both leaders show their authority and supremacy over the others which is the major thing which differentiates them from their predecessors: Snowball and Ralph were the true members of their communities and although they stood in the positions of the leaders, none of them behaved superior. In the case of Napoleon and Jack, the situation is exactly the opposite: the new leaders do not appear to be the part of the community but they stand aside at the top and by such behavior they increase their dominance. Napoleon has many privileges which animals even cannot imagine and while speaking, he sits at the platform, giving commands and orders to animals. Similarly to him, Jack as a chief sits alone, “naked to the waist, his face blocked out in white and red” (LOTF, 197), whereas “the tribe lay in a semicircle before him.” (LOTF, 197) Doing only what he wants, hunting and giving orders to boys, Jack seems to act like Napoleon. The dominance of the leaders, their privileges and their superiority clearly suggest that the communities are far from democracy but they inevitably head to totalitarian regime which will have nothing in common with the democratic rules they were used to.
This indication of the shift from democracy to totalitarianism grows when the leaders decide what to do with the followers of the enemies. As well as the enemies, even their followers stand against the present leadership and rules of the leaders. On the farm, Napoleon gathers the animals and with his dogs, terrifying the animals, he forces everyone to confess any cooperation with Snowball. Consequences for those who have anything in common with the arch enemy, are described in the following extract:

Napoleon now called upon them to confess their crimes. They were the same four pigs as had protested when Napoleon abolished the Sunday Meetings. Without any further prompting they confessed that they had been secretly in touch with Snowball ever since his expulsion, that they had collaborated with him in destroying the windmill, and that they had entered into an agreement with him to hand over Animal Farm to Mr. Frederick. They added that Snowball had privately admitted to them that he had been Jones’s secret agent for years past. When they had finished their confession, the dogs promptly tore their throats out, and in a terrible voice Napoleon demanded whether any other animal had anything to confess. (AF, 92-93)

The way how Napoleon treats Snowball’s supporters serves as another evidence of the fact that democracy has no place on the farm. By executing his opponents, Napoleon consolidates his power over the community and after the dreadful scene of killing, no animal dares to oppose the leader or to express a disagreement with him. The destiny of those who have anything in common with Snowball indicates that no collaboration with the arch enemy will be tolerated, on the contrary, it will be mercilessly punished by death. As a result of this decision, the community becomes free of Snowball’s followers, proving that it has no room for opposition or any kind of protest. Having no option to express the opinions, as it was used to on the meetings during Snowball’s leadership, animals are put straight into the totalitarian regime where one must pay terrible price for even the smallest sign of resistance.

Similarly to Napoleon, also Jack is not willing to accept the followers of the arch enemy. Soon after the breaking of the original community, Simon dies due to the innocent game of hunters who gather around him in the circle, pretending that he is the pig which they want to hunt and kill. Piggy, the devoted follower of Ralph, is killed by Roger, who throws a rock at him, and at the same time when the rock hits Piggy, even the shell explodes and does not exist anymore. Whereas Simon’s death is the consequence of unreasonable game, of having fun, Piggy’s death signifies the highest level of violence
against anyone who supports Ralph. The destruction of the shell, which gathered the boys together and which gave anyone the right to express his opinion while holding it, proves that the original community belongs to the past. Jack applies his policy of violence also in case of Sam and Eric, the last remaining followers of Ralph, when he orders the hunters to tie the twins up. Looking down at the two boys and nudging Sam with the spear, Jack forces them to become the part of his community and with his question “what d’you mean by not joining my tribe?” (LOTF, 224), he stresses that collaboration with Ralph is unacceptable. Killing Piggy and tying up the twins in front of Ralph serve him as the clear signs that the tribe will not tolerate anyone who has anything in common with him. The fact that Ralph does not belong to the new community and that he is not welcomed in it, is even emphasized when Jack starts to scream at Ralph, referring to Piggy’s dead body and threatening him “that’s what you’ll get!” (LOTF, 223) At that moment, Ralph fully realizes that nobody stands by his side and as the arch enemy of Jack’s tribe, he is alone. His followers are either dead or forced to leave him.

Treating the followers of the arch enemies in such way has more than just one purpose. Firstly, by killing the opponents or forcing them to join the community, both leaders show their power and by their actions they suggest that any sign of protest will be followed by a punishment. Their power is also shown by their closest followers, Napoleon’s dogs and Jack’s hunters, who obey their commands and do exactly what the leaders tell them to do. Secondly, both leaders want the arch enemies to be alone. By violence, which becomes an inseparable part of the new leadership, they threaten the communities and discourage anyone who would dare to join their rivals. With the policy of having no opponents, typical for totalitarian regimes, they soon reach their goals and both Snowball and Ralph find themselves to be arch enemies, having nobody on their sides and standing in a direct opposite against the new communities.

After both Napoleon and Ralph were driven out of their communities and became the arch enemies, both of them also represent the prey. Looking at ruins of the windmill and accusing Snowball of its destruction, Napoleon declares that Snowball should be punished by death. Immediately he promises a medal and “half a bushel of apples to any animal who brings him to justice” (AF, 82) and “a full bushel to anyone who captures him alive.” (AF, 82) His decision makes a prey from Snowball who should be captured as soon as possible. An offered reward to animals only strengthens this new role and clearly suggests that in the eyes of the community, Snowball is nothing more than just a trophy.
In the same way as Snowball, even Ralph cannot avoid the position of a prey. His unpopularity in Jack’s tribe soon escalates and as he has nobody by his side, he represents an easy trophy for the hunters. Thanks to twins, who reveal the chief’s plan to him, Ralph is aware of the fact that the tribe perceives him as a prey which must be hunted. His intention is confirmed the following day, when he runs away from the spears of boys, trying to save his life. Alone against the hunters, led by Jack, Ralph shares this role of a prey with Snowball, who also stands alone against Napoleon’s community, without anyone by his side. The fact that the former leaders are now completely alone, is just a consequence of either killing their followers or forcing them to join the new communities. With such isolation of Snowball and Ralph, Napoleon’s and Jack’s goals are achieved and the new leaders get the arch enemies into the worst position – being the prey in the eyes of the communities.

Since the original communities were broken by the rivals, both Snowball and Ralph lost their positions of leaders in their communities. Continuous rivalry and influence of Napoleon and Jack make them more and more unpopular and due to the tactics of the new leaders, they soon become the arch enemies, the direct opposite of the roles they used to have in the communities. As any connection or even a sign of cooperation with the arch enemies are strictly punished, both of them soon found themselves to have no one by their side. Their unpopularity peaks at the moment when they become a trophy in the leaders’ plans. Ending in such way is the clear evidence that the communities see them as nothing more than the preys which must be captured.

By the development of the leaders, by their move from top position to the lowest one, both novels, Animal Farm and Lord of the Flies, portray the shift from civilized, democratic communities to the world of savagery and oppression, where nothing from the original one remains. As the democratic leaders end as the arch enemies driven out of the communities which became primitive and totalitarian, they serve as a symbol of lacking democracy in totalitarian regimes. Their positions at the end of novels prove that in totalitarianism all democratic values are lost and at the same time they are replaced by terror, brutality and oppression.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to prove that in their novels, *Animal Farm* and *Lord of the Flies*, both authors, George Orwell and William Golding, work with the same type of a character, who once being a leader becomes community’s arch enemy and by such development he portrays shift of this community from democracy to totalitarianism. This idea of similar protagonists was demonstrated in the analysis, divided into three sections which illustrate the gradual change of protagonists’ positions within their communities. As far as their development is concerned, the analysis proves that both novels share certain features.

At the beginning, both protagonists, Snowball and Ralph, take the position of leaders in their communities and they are perceived by other members as respected, popular and hardworking chiefs, who are willing to do anything in order to build prosperous communities. Both of them stand for democracy and rules, which serve as the building blocks of their policy. Their democratic attitude is reflected not only in their willingness to share power but also in emphasizing freedom by giving chance to other members to express their opinions. As the symbols of democracy and freedom, Snowball and Ralph soon have to face their rivals, Napoleon and Jack, who do not share their opinions and they keep opposing their leadership. With constant rivalry and disagreements between leaders and rivals, Napoleon and Jack manage to remove Snowball and Ralph from their top positions within community and by driving them out, they obtain full power, becoming the new leaders.

This turning point, when democratic leaders are gone, illustrates the start of the new policy, new leadership which has nothing in common with the previous one. In order to strengthen their power, Napoleon and Jack use deceitful strategies such as lies, terror and violence on those who dare to resist them. Such leadership serves as an example Orwell and Golding used to portray the policy emphasized by Hitler and Stalin in Germany and Soviet Union. In both countries, their leadership involved brutality, cruel punishments, lack of freedom, no chance to oppose the existing leader and his policy, and the dominant position of the leader who is no longer a part of community, but stands above all, superior to the others. As the novels head to their end, the situation in both communities looks very similar. Without democratic leaders, animals and boys soon find themselves in the world where violence and punishment for those who disagree with the regime became part of everyday life. Being threatened by the policy of new leaders, who strengthen their top
position by terror and superiority, both communities are discouraged to resist or even express the different attitude, as any sign of opposition is followed by punishment. Such style of leadership and dirty tactics have an influence also on Snowball and Ralph, who end as communities’ arch enemies, rejected and chased as prey. Defeated by their rivals, with no followers by their side, their popularity is gone and their position of prey signifies that democratic values they stand for, are now the matter of past. Freedom and share of power, which dominated in democracies, are replaced by oppression and full power in hands of Napoleon and Jack in their totalitarian communities. This change of values, as well as the shift of protagonists from leaders to arch enemies, proves that democracy and totalitarianism stand in direct opposite and choice of one of them means rejection of another.

To conclude, through the protagonists who, once being the leaders, became arch enemies, Golding and Orwell demonstrate the shift of communities in their novels from democracy, built on freedom, to totalitarianism, emphasizing oppression. Democratic leaders, driven out of the communities by totalitarian dictators serve as an evidence that in totalitarianism democracy has no place. And consequently, where democracy ends, totalitarianism starts.
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